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PART A: Grammer and VocabularyPART A: Grammer and VocabularyPART A: Grammer and VocabularyPART A: Grammer and Vocabulary
Directions: Choose the word or phrase that best completes the sentence. Then mark the correct choice 
on your answer sheet

76- Eric’s father ordered him ……… out late again.
1) not stay 2) not staying 3) not to stay 4) to stay

77- The earthquake caused ……… damage that most people lost their homes.
1) so many 2) so few 3) so 4) so much

78- The article, ……… several years ago, has been published in several magazines.
1) which written 2) written 3) writing 4) was written

79- You become less willing to change your ideas ……… you get older.
1) as 2) since 3) while 4) although

80- A: “I can’t find my key”.
B: “Probably you ……… it in the car.”

1) might have left 2) should have left 3) must have left 4) could leave

81- Something that makes the air, rivers, or seas dirty is known as ……… .
1) population 2) flood 3) pollution 4) damage

82- Researchers are also looking into the possibility of one day launching a manned ……… to Mars.
1) Vehicle 2) mission 3) scientist 4) observation

83- He ……… believes in the power of marketing.
1) slowly 2) financially 3) efficiently 4) firmly

84- Her sister plays volleyball, tennis and basketball very well. She is very …….. .
1) energetic 2) imperative 3) creative 4) athletic

85- “What kind of work are you doing for that company?” “I’m ……… as a manager.”
1) employed 2) hired 3) worked 4) occupied

86- In order to be accepted into the university, he had to ……… his grades.
1) introduce 2) improve 3) compute 4) evaluate

87- Children are not independent. They are ……… to their parents.
1) involved 2) relied 3) attached 4) survived

88- This is a(n) ……… problem that is difficult to comprehend.
1) facial 2) artificial 3) efficient 4) complex

89- Please read the ……… carefully before starting the work.
1) experiments 2) advertisements 3) services 4) instructions

90- He find it hard to ……… his feelings of sadness to his mother.
1) express 2) make 3) release 4) carry
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PART B: Cloze TestPART B: Cloze TestPART B: Cloze TestPART B: Cloze Test
Directions: Read the following passage and decide which choice (1),(2),(3), or (4) best fits each space. 
Then mark the correct choice on your answer sheet.

The ideal breakfast, say scientists, is a glass of orange juice, a cup of coffee and a bowl of cereal. 
A …91… of 600 people who …92… to record their breakfast …93… found that those who …94… ate 
cereal thing in the morning had a more positive …95… compared with those who ate other foods or 
had no breakfast.

91- 1) research 2) search 3) study 4) check

92- 1) are asked 2) were asked 3) were asking 4) asked

93- 1) uses 2) ways 3) traditions 4) habits

94- 1) profitably 2) actually 3) efficiently 4) regularly

95- 1) mood 2) skill 3) strength 4) power

PART C: Reading Comprehension
Directions: Read the following passage and answer the questions by choosing the best choice (1),(2),(3), 
or (4). Then mark the correct choice on yr answer sheet.

People need to be active to be healthy. Our modern lifestyle and all the conveniences we’ve 
become used to have made us sedentary-and that’s dangerous for our health. Sitting around in front of 
the TV or the computer, riding in the car for even a short trip to the store and using elevators instead 
of stairs, all contribute to our inactivity. Physical inactivity is as dangerous to our health as smoking! 

Scientists say accumulate 60 minutes of physical activity every day to stay healthy or improve 
your health. Time needed depends on effort-as you progress to moderate activities, you can cut down 
to thirty minutes, four days a week.

Physical activity doesn’t have to be very hard to improve your health. This goal can be reached 
by building physical activities into your daily routine. Just add up in periods of at least ten minutes 
each through out the day, After three months of regular physical activity, you will notice a difference-
people often say getting started is the hardest part.

96- Nowadays people …….. .
1) are more active than in the past 2) are as sedentary as they used to be 
3) are less active than in the past 4) are as active as they used to be

97- You can improve your health by …….. .
1) relaxing and keeping cool
2) including physical activity into your timetable
3) using elevators instead of stairs
4) eating less and less during short periods of time

98- People say that …….. .
1) getting into physical activity is the most difficult part
2) they do not have time for physical activity
3) getting into physical activity is not so difficult
4) no goal can be reached by physical activity
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99- The underlined word “sedentary” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to …….. .
1) active 2) healthy
3) unhealthy 4) inactive

100- Based on the passage, which of the following sentences is true?
1) Smoking is less dangerous than physical inactivity.
2) You do not need more than sixty minutes a day to be fit.
3) Physical activity should be hard to improve your health.
4) Our modern lifestyle has made us active.


